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What’s Your Workstyle?

Workstyle offers your company’s mobile employees two ways to access their

email, calendar, and contact information: browse and sync.

Browse Mode

In the browse mode, Workstyle creates a secure mobile Web site for accessing

the information wirelessly in real-time. Users connect to this site using any

device that has a browser. This includes all Internet-ready mobile phones, PDAs,

laptops, public kiosks, and WebTV service-based appliances. In fact, mobile

workers can check their email via Workstyle on anyone’s browser-equipped

phone – it doesn’t have to be their own!

Sync Mode

In the sync mode, Workstyle provides secure wireless synchronization between

the user’s device and the Exchange or Domino server behind the 

corporate firewall. Because the information is stored locally on the mobile

device, users can access it even when out of network coverage.

• For PDAs and smart phones 

Workstyle enables users to wirelessly download their email, calendar,

and contacts to their smart client device (anything with a Pocket PC,

Palm, or EPOC operating system), and wirelessly synchronize their data

periodically with the groupware server back at the office.

• For RIM devices

Workstyle pushes new email, calendar, and contact information to a

user’s RIM device immediately after it hits their groupware server. It also

enables the user to delete, reply to, and forward email—and fetch 

additional data, such as contact information—over the air from their

RIM device at the push of a button. You never need the cradle to 

synchronize!

• For BREW-enabled phones

Workstyle software for phones equipped with QUALCOMM’s new BREW

(Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless) applications platform enables

any-time wireless synchronization of corporate groupware data. Data

storage on the phone increases efficiency: pull up your corporate contact

list and push a button to dial the number.

Email is the lifeline of business communication. More
and more, your employees need to be able to take their
corporate email, calendar, and contact information with
them wherever they go. In fact, as the business world
moves from wired to non-wired networks, wireless 
email is a natural first step in the corporate shift toward
pervasive computing.

Workstyle® packaged software from Wireless Knowledge lets you take that 

first step using your company’s existing groupware, mobile devices, and 

wireless carriers.

Workstyle provides secure access to your Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Domino

email systems on virtually any mobile device. Workstyle sets the standard for

enterprise-grade mobile groupware, and puts your company on the path to

mobility quickly and painlessly.

Name Your Device. Workstyle Runs on It

Workstyle runs on the mobile devices your employees already have—including any

make or model of Internet-ready mobile phone or personal digital assistant (PDA):

• Internet-ready mobile phones • RIM Wireless Handheld devices

• Palm OS-based devices • Laptops

• Windows CE devices • BREW-enabled mobile phones

• Pocket PCs • J2ME-enabled mobile phones

• EPOC-based devices

Workstyle’s “device diversity” lets you be judicious with your IT dollars. For

example, you can equip your executives and field sales representatives with

Workstyle on the more expensive storage-capable devices they really need,

while providing phone-based email to everyone else in the company. Workstyle

enables employees at every level to access their groupware using the device

that best fits their rank, job responsibilities, or personal preferences.

Workstyle on a mobile phone

Workstyle on a Pocket PC

Workstyle on a RIM device 

Workstyle on a Palm OS phone

(coming soon)
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Workstyle: Built for the Enterprise

As one of the world’s first enterprise-grade mobile groupware solutions,

Workstyle was designed and built with a sharp focus on the corporate IT 

environment. Enterprise-grade features include:

• The highest security standards available for each type of mobile device.

End-to-end data encryption (such as Triple DES) and strict user authentication

protocols (such as RSA’s SecurID) protect your corporate information.

• Support for load balancing and failover, ensuring quick server response time

and no service interruptions in the event of hardware failure.

• Data backup and recovery capabilities for each type of device and mode 

of operation. If a device is lost, the data is saved.

True to its name, Workstyle accommodates different mobile work styles within

your organization. And mobile groupware is just the beginning: Wireless

Knowledge’s professional services team can design, build, and deliver other

strategic mobile applications that can maximize the efficiency and productivity

of your workforce. Think of us as your “mobility accelerant,” delivering future-

focused solutions that put your business in a leadership position today.

For more information, visit us at www.wirelessknowledge.com
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More Mobile. More Business.


